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1. WHAT CAN IMPLIED
VOLATILITY HELP US WITH
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Implied volatility as a market gauge, direct investment or
hedging tool
Implied volatility is a multi-faceted instrument
Uses of implied volatility
» Market gauge
» Assessment of market expectations on future realized volatility
» Trigger for portfolio allocation decisions
» Directional trading
» Volatility viewed as asset class per se, virtually uncorrelated with market returns and direction
» Dispersion trading (bet on difference in volatility between index and components1))
» Index volatility spread trading (bet on difference in volatility of two indices)
» Hedging tool
» Overlay against a naturally long-volatility portfolio (e.g. long convertibles is typically long
volatility2))
» Overlay against a naturally short-volatility portfolio (e.g. long equity is typically short volatility3))
» Offset increased tracking error in more volatile markets
1) Index options may be more expensive because of some additional risk premium (correlation risk) or market inefficiencies (demand and supply
drive prices away from their fair value).
2) Because of the embedded long conversion call on the underlying, struck at face value / conversion ratio.
3) Because typically volatility lowers in up markets.
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND –
AN OVERVIEW
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Variance swaps provide the most theoretically sound
framework to replicate implied volatility
Different approaches to gain exposure to volatility
1 Single option

2 Portfolio of options

» A long position in an option is
the simplest way to gain a
positive exposure to volatility
» Impure volatility exposure:
» changes with spot
» P&L affected by price
changes (can be
removed by deltahedging)

» Holding long positions on
multiple options with different
strikes
» More balanced volatility
exposure than single options

3 Variance swap
» Theoretically correct
valuation of variance

» Pure, constant exposure to
variance
» Replicable with a hedged
static options portfolio,
capturing future realized
variance
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» The cost of the replicating
portfolio is the fair value of
future realized variance
» More complex and expensive
replication
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Dense strike spectrum and weights inversely proportional to
strikes squared: the receipe for a constant variance exposure
Variance exposure of single options and options portfolios
Single options

Options portfolios
Variance exposure
» measures change in value of an
option following a change in
variance
» is proportional to underlying’s level
» is additive for a portfolio of options
» weights inversely proportional to
strikes squared create a constant
variance exposure
» The value of such an options
portfolio represents the fair value
of implied variance
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A variance swap pays the difference between the realized
variance at maturity and its delivery price
A quick variance swap refresher
What is a variance swap?
» A variance swap is a forward contract whose payoff at maturity is the difference between the
realized variance over the life of the contract and the strike variance, times the notional value of the
contract:
𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 𝜎𝑅2 − 𝐾𝜎2 ∙ 𝑁
» The fair value of variance1) is the delivery price 𝐾𝜎2 that makes the swap have, at its initiation, a
value of zero and is equivalent to the cost of replicating the suitable options portfolio:
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» The theoretical framework ensures a perfect replication of realized variance over the swap’s life,
provided certain conditions are met (continuous and infinite strike range, negligible price jumps)

1) The derivation of the fair value of variance can be found in the Appendix B.
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A volatility swap can be replicated dynamically with variance
swaps
Volatility of volatility becomes a main driver in the replication process
From variance to volatility swap
» Volatility is the squared root of variance: a variance swap is a fair proxy only if realized volatility
lies in proximity of the swap strike (convexity bias)

» Dynamic replication: new variance swaps are continuously rolled over the required period
» the more volatile volatility is, the more often rolling is required
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Variance swaps and volatility indices

What do volatility indices and variance swap have in common?
» Volatility indices mimic the dynamic replication of a volatility swap
» At each index tick, a new variance swap is priced
» The fair value calculation would benefit from a continuous, virtually infinite and evenly spaced strike
range
» a limited strike range leads to a lower estimate of future realized variance, the more the longer
the variance swap term1)

1) The limited strikes available fail to exactly replicate the log contract payoff, hence capturing less realized variance.
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Variance swaps and volatility indices

From the variance swap formula to the VSTOXX formula
» The variance swap formula needs to be translated in its discrete version1) in order to be applied in
the real world:
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Some practical considerations on the relationship between
variance swaps and equity market

Implied ties to » When realized and implied vol. diverge, this tends do
be arbitraged away by market participants via short
realized in
variance swaps
short term
» More difficult in the longer term, due to greater risk of
unexpected events
Hedging of
variance
swaps affects
underlying
market

» A trading desk net-short of variance swap covers by
purchasing and delta hedging the replicating portfolio
» A rising/falling market requires selling/buying
equity to keep delta neutral  dampen market
movement (“anti-market”)
» Hedging a net-long position magnifies market
movement (“pro-market”)

Var. swaps as
directional
trades on vol.
affect skew

» Due to the 1/K2 weighting, more OTM puts are
required than calls to replicate a variance swap  var.
swap is long skew
» Long implied via long swap increases skew

Trading and hedging
variance swaps
impacts the
underlying market’s
returns and the
shape of the
volatility surface
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3. VSTOXX METHODOLOGY
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The VSTOXX sub-indices are bound to actual option expiries
and form the basis for the main indices with fixed maturities
Relationship between sub and main VSTOXX indices
Sub-indices

Main indices

» The calculation of VSTOXX sub-indices is the
core part of the process

» Each sub-index provides a measure of the
option-implied volatility for a certain expiry, as
prescribed by the variance swap pricing
model
» At every index tick the fair value of a
variance swap is recalculated
» Eight sub-indices are calculated, covering
the corresponding first eight natural option
expiries1)

» Calculation occurs every 5 seconds, based on
EUREX OESX options (EURO STOXX 50 €
(P))

» VSTOXX is designed to reflect the investor
sentiment and overall economic uncertainty
by measuring the 30-day implied volatility of
the EURO STOXX 50®.
» The main indices provide a measure of
implied volatility over a fixed term, e.g. 30
days
» Each main index is calculated by interpolating
in time the two nearby sub-indices
» 12 fixed-term maturities are calculated,
ranging from 30 to 360 days, with regular 30day spacing
» Calculation occurs every 5 seconds

1) EUREX OESX expiries up to 24m.: the 3 nearest successive calendar months, the 3 following quarterly months of the March, June, September
and December cycle thereafter, and the two following semi-annual months of the June and December cycle thereafter. Last Trading Day is the
Final Settlement Day, the 3rd Friday of each expiration month. Close of trading on the Last Trading Day is 12:00:00 CET.
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The main steps in the calculation of a VSTOXX sub-index
From the variance swap framework to the VSTOXX index
Calculate the
forward price

» Based on the put-call parity relationship, the theoretical forward is calculated as
𝐹𝑖 = 𝐾min 𝐶𝑖 −𝑃𝑖 + 𝑅𝑖 ∙ 𝐶𝑖 − 𝑃𝑖

Identify the
ATM strike

» The actual forward ATM strike, indicated by Ki,0, the first strike equal to or smaller
than Fi1)

Identify OTM
» OTM calls and puts are defined as those whose strike is respectively above and
below Ki,0
calls and puts
» ITM options are not considered, as OTM ones are generally more liquid
Calculate s2

» Following from the standard variance swap pricing model, variance is given by:
2
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Calculate sub» The value of the sub-index is simply given by 𝜎𝑖2
index

1) This accounts for the fact that, in practice, strikes have to be chosen from a finite set of values: ideally Ki,0=Fi
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The main steps in the calculation of a VSTOXX main index
From the variance swap framework to the VSTOXX index
Identify the
relevant subindices

» The sub-indices pair whose maturities are closer to the one targeted by the main
index are taken, according to the metric

min 𝑇𝑎 − 𝑇𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 + 𝑇𝑏 − 𝑇𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
𝑎,𝑏

» If the pair chosen would lead to an extrapolation and another pair – even with a
less favorable metric – would allow to interpolate, this second pair would be
preferred
Calculate the
main index

» The main index is calculated by linearly1) interpolating in time the chosen subindices, so that the targeted fixed time to maturity is reflected:
𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑚 =

𝑇𝑠𝑡
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2
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𝑇𝑡𝑚

1) Linear interpolation lowers the calculated volatility level, as a result of the term structure if volatility (positively sloped in time).
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The option price screening is transparent and straightforward
and supports wide strikes coverage
Determination of option prices
What option
price is
considered?1)

» For each option, the most recent among trade price,
mid price and daily settlement price is taken
» For prices with same timestamp, preference is
accorded to trade price

How is the mid » Both bid and ask price must be available
» The bid-ask spread is within the established spreads2)
price
for Eurex market makers
calculated?
» Mid is calculated as simple average of bid and ask
prices

Simple price
determination
process
Limiting excluded
options:
» improves strikes
coverage
» does not protect
against illiquid
(unrepresentative)
options

1) The selected price cannot be below 0.5; in case more options have a price of 0.5, only the one with strike closer to the ATM
forward is retained.
2) 1.4 for bids between 0-13.3; 10% of bid for bids between 13.4-133.3; 13.4 otherwise
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The calculation of a VSTOXX main index settlement level

When is it
calculated?

» Main indices settlement levels are calculated on the 30th calendar day preceding
the expiry of OESX options

How is it
calculated?

» A settlement level is calculated as arithmetic average of all ticks, of the relevant
main index, recorded starting at 11:30:00 CET and ending at 12:00:00 CET
» The calculation takes place in the form of an expanding window, i.e. progressively
expanding the observation period from 11:30 to the most recent calculation time
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A flagging procedure makes transparent the quality of index
ticks
Ticks exceeding a preset deviation threshold are marked as “under investigation”
Sub-indices

» Any tick deviating more than 20% from the preceding one is marked as ‘U’ (under
investigation)

Main indices

» Any tick deviating more than 8% from the preceding one is marked as ‘U’
» Any tick derived from sub-indices ticks marked as ‘U’ inherits the ‘U’ mark

Recommended » Index ticks marked as ‘U’ are displayed for information purpose only1)
use

1) At the time of writing, analyses are being conducted on how to best ensure that only validated ticks are considered in the
settlement level calculation of an index
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4. VSTOXX HISTORICAL
ANALYSIS
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In line with theory, longer term VSTOXX indices typically
exhibits higher values, but lesser reaction to market shocks
Term structure of volatility
Historical chart of selected VSTOXX main indices1
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Away from “hot” times, implied volatility fluctuates in well
defined ranges around its moving average
The mean-reverting nature of volatility is clearly found in implied volatility indices
VSTOXX and its 3-month moving average1)2)
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» Average1): 25.56
» Standard deviation1): 9.97
1) Source: STOXX data from Jan. 3, 2000 to Mar. 31, 2017
2) Daily average and standard deviation of VSTOXX 30d levels over a 3-month period and since inception.
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Implied volatility picks up markedly in down markets and
smoothens down in bullish environments
Volatility gauges the "acceleration" of the market
VSTOXX vs. EURO STOXX 501)2)
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Vol risk premium compensates for risk of losses when future
realized vol increases suddenly; few «natural» vol sellers
Implied volatility only as expectation of future realized volatility?
VSTOXX vs. realized volatility1)2)
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1) Source: STOXX data from Jan. 3, 2000 to Mar. 31, 2017
2) Realized volatility calculated on daily log-returns assuming zero mean, a 252-day annualization factor and with rolling windows of
21 observation points.
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Implied volatility is systematically significantly correlated
negatively to equity markets
Correlations
VSTOXX vs. EURO STOXX 501)2)
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» Overall correlation: -0.73
1) Source: STOXX data from Jan. 3, 2000 to Mar. 31, 2017
2) EURO STOXX 50 € (P), VSTOXX (30d). Correlations calculated on daily log-returns, assuming zero mean and with rolling
windows of 21 observation points
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Implied-realized volatility correlation is extremely high;
apparently higher correlation to current than future realized
Correlations
VSTOXX vs. realized volatility1)2)
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» Overall correlation (no lag): 0.97
» Overall correlation (1m lag): 0.95
1) Source: STOXX data from Jan. 3, 2000 to Mar. 31, 2017
2) EURO STOXX 50 € (P), VSTOXX (30d). Correlations calculated on daily log-returns, assuming zero mean and with rolling
windows of 21 observation points
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5. VSTOXX APPLICATIONS IN
INDEXING
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VSTOXX as allocation trigger, with volatility target
EURO STOXX Risk Control Indices
Overview

Target weight

» Dynamic allocation between EURO STOXX 50 and
cash
» Higher implied volatility diminishes equity exposure
» Daily allocation driven by targeted implied volatility
» Various volatility targets available (5% to 20%)
» Available in Excess Return and Total Return version

» Target weight is determined daily based on implied
volatility level:
TgtVol
Tgtwt 
Maxit 19 ,t  AverageVSTOXX 3 ,i 

Risk Control
» Dynamic allocation
between risky and
riskless assets
» VSTOXX level
drives allocation

» Target weight is subject to a 150% cap
Rebalancing
trigger

» Target weight is implemented only if it implies a
“meaningful” change in the allocation:

wt 1 
abs 1 
  5%
Tgtw
t 1 
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The cushioning of drawdowns largely offsets the returns given
up by targeting a fixed level of volatility
The allocation timing proves to be extremely accurate
Key figures1)

Comparison of returns over time
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EURO STOXX
50 Risk Control
15% (ER)

EURO STOXX
50 Risk Control
5% (ER)

EURO STOXX
50 (EUR NR)

Performance

-2.2%

1.9%

13.7%

Volatility
(annualized)

11.5%

3.8%

23.8%

Maximum
drawdown

43.1%

16.7%

64.6%
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1) Source: STOXX data from Jan. 3, 2000 to Mar. 31, 2017
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Relative behavior of realized to implied volatility as allocation
trigger; investing in implied volatility and equities
EURO STOXX Volatility Balanced Indices
Overview

Dynamic
allocation
mechanism

» Dynamic allocation between EURO STOXX 50 and
STOXX Volatility Futures ST
» Higher volatility exposure if realized volatility exceeds
implied volatility
» Daily allocation driven by relationship between
realized and implied volatility
» Available in Excess Return and Total Return version
» Target allocation defined according to grid below:
Daily Indicator
RV < IV - 1%
IV - 1% ≤ RV ≤ IV + 1%
RV > IV + 1%

Volatility Regime

Equity Exposure

Volatility Exposure

Stable Volatility Regime

97.5%

2.5%

Unpredictable Volatility Regime

90%

10%

Increasing Volatility Regime

70%

30%

» The indicator is based on 20-day lagged VSTOXX
» Actual allocation allowed to vary within a range
derived from target and current weight

Volatility balanced
» Dynamic allocation
between equity and
volatility index
» VSTOXX level
drives allocation
» Bet on reversion to
“normal behavior” of
implied volatility
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In more volatile markets, higher allocation to volatility futures
takes advantages of equity losses
Volatility becomes an investible asset
Key figures1)

Comparison of returns over time
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1) Source: STOXX data from Oct. 18, 2005 to Mar. 31, 2017

VSTOXX
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STOXX offices and contacts

Zurich (headquarters)

London

Frankfurt

Manessestrasse 85-87
8045 Zurich
Switzerland
P +41 43 430 71 60

11 Westferry Circus, 1st floor
Canary Wharf
London E14 4HE
United Kingdom
P +44 207 862 7680

Mergenthalerallee 61
65760 Eschborn
Germany
P +49 69 211 0

Sydney

Tokyo

New York

STOXX Australia Pty Ltd.
Level 26
44 Market Street
Sydney NSW 2000
P +61 2 9089 8844

Marunouchi Kitaguchi
Building 27F
1-6-1 Otemachi Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 100-0004
Japan
P +81 3 5847 824

One Rockefeller Plaza,
11th Fl.
New York, NY 10020
P +1 212 618 6362

Hong Kong

Call a STOXX representative

2904-7, 29/F, Man Yee Building
68 Des Voeux Road, Central
Hong Kong
P +852 2530 7862

Customer support
customersupport@stoxx.com
+41 43 430 72 72
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Disclaimer
The indices in the presentation and the trademarks used in the index names are the intellectual property of STOXX Ltd., Deutsche
Börse Group or their licensors.
The use of the STOXX® indices, DAX® indices or on any other indices supported by STOXX and of the respective index data for
financial products or for other purposes requires a license from STOXX or Deutsche Boerse Group. STOXX, Deutsche Börse Group and
their licensors, research partners or data providers do not make any warranties or representations, express or implied, with respect to
the timeliness, sequence, accuracy, completeness, currentness, merchantability, quality or fitness for any particular purpose of its index
data. STOXX, Deutsche Börse Group and their licensors, research partners or data providers are not providing investment advice
through the publication of indices or in connection therewith. In particular, the inclusion of a company in an index, its weighting, or the
exclusion of a company from an index, does not in any way reflect an opinion of STOXX, Deutsche Börse Group or their licensors,
research partners or data providers on the merits of that company. Financial instruments based on STOXX® indices, DAX® indices or
on any other indices supported by STOXX are in no way sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by STOXX, Deutsche Börse Group and
their licensors, research partners or data providers.

About STOXX
STOXX Ltd. is an established and leading index specialist, which started in Europe. The launch of the first STOXX® indices in 1998,
including the EURO STOXX 50® Index, marked the beginning of a unique success story, based on the company’s neutrality and
independence. Since then, STOXX has been at the forefront of market developments and has continuously expanded its portfolio of
innovative indices. STOXX now operates globally across all asset classes.
STOXX indices are licensed to more than 500 companies, which include the world’s largest financial products issuers, capital owners
and asset managers. STOXX indices are used not only as underlyings for financial products, such as ETFs, futures and options and
structured products but also for risk and performance measurement. In addition, STOXX Ltd. is the marketing agent for DAX® indices.
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